Heroes Inspiring Heroes
How You Can Help

Talking Turkey About The Holidays
(NAPSA)—As the holidays
rapidly approach, the worries
begin about how all the preparation will be completed: unpacking
decorations, washing table linens,
planning parties, finding the perfect outfit, traveling and dealing
with unexpected problems that
arise. Daunting tasks for even the
most organized! Rowenta Inc.,
manufacturer of high-end garment care products, offers a few
tips to creating the perfect hasslefree holiday season.
• CANDLEWAX CATASTROPHE: Having trouble removing
that challenging glob of candle
wax from the center of your lovely
linen tablecloth?
WHAT TO DO: Remove the
excess wax using a butter knife.
Cover the remaining wax with a
brown paper bag and run a warm
iron over it. As the bag absorbs
the wax, move a clean area of the
bag over the wax until it is all
absorbed. Keep in mind, using an
iron with a great thermostat will
keep your linens from scorching.
• PARTY DRESS PANIC:
Are you worried that when you
remove your favorite party outfit
from the closet you’ll find it’s
wrinkled and lost that “fresh”
look?
WHAT TO DO: Whether it’s a
full-length gown or a velvet dress,
you can easily breathe freshness
back into your garment. Working
from the top down, hold the iron
4” away from the fabric, applying
bursts of steam and smoothing
over the just steamed area with
your hand. If a garment is very
wrinkled, lightly mist with water
and hang for 10-20 minutes before
steaming.
• PRE-TRAVEL TRAUMA:
Are you lucky enough to trade the
holiday madness for a tremendous

(NAPSA)—These stories of everyday heroes may inspire you.
Steve Cohen, Gainesville, Fla.,
a student who lost a friend to
leukemia, created an organization
that facilitates volunteer programs to support pediatric cancer
patients.
Leslie Jacobs, Hahira, Ga., created a therapeutic horse riding
farm for kids with special needs.

A few tips on ironing out a few
problems can make the holidays
seem to go much smoother.
holiday vacation but concerned
your packing process will take
longer than the duration of your
trip?
WHAT TO DO: Pack the
“durable” items in your suitcase
first. Anything on the bottom is
going to take the pressure of
what’s on top of it so place items
such as sweaters, jeans and workout equipment in the suitcase
first. Put undergarments and
socks into your shoes to save
space and help shoes keep their
shape. Try and pack as tightly as
possible so everything is secure.
Remember, even though you may
be a master packer, your clothes
may still need to be pressed once
unpacked. Rowenta makes a great
travel iron with a collapsible handle for easy storage and transport.
No matter what the holiday
obstacle is, there is one tip to
remember above all else: Relax
and have a good time. The holidays are about spending time with
each other and giving thanks for
what we have.
For more information about
Rowenta and its products, visit the
Web site at www.rowentausa.com.

Veronique Moore, Volvo for Life
Awards Hero.
Veronique Moore, Kalamazoo,
Mich., is program director of the
same homeless shelter that
guided her five years ago when
she was homeless.
Adam Weiner, Hartsville, S.C.,
is a college theater professor who
runs an after-hours theatrical
organization for local at-risk
youth.
Visit www.volvoforlifeawards.
com to learn more about these and
other heroes nominated for the
Volvo for Life Awards—the nation’s largest search for and celebration of everyday heroes.
Nominations are open until
Jan. 16, 2004. In March, judges
will select nine finalists. Three
will each receive $50,000 for the
charities of their choice. Six, a
$10,000 charitable donation. One
will get a new Volvo for the rest of
his or her life. To nominate someone, visit www.volvoforlifeawards.
com.

Add A Signature Holiday Drink To The Mix
(NAPSA)—’Tis the season to
savor and share—good times,
sumptuous food and signature
drinks. A few tips can help make
holiday entertaining simple and
easy. To be sure the drinks you
serve at your party are as inspired
as your menu, you may want to
heed some advice from the
experts.
“A signature holiday drink is a
must,” says Michael Waterhouse.
As CEO of Drink Tank, he helps
top restaurants around the country develop drink menus and create their own signature cocktails
to reflect their venue.
Waterhouse says it’s easy to
mix like a professional and make
dozens of different cocktails with
simply a few choice liquors and
liqueurs.
In winter, no home bar should
be without its share of brown
spirits (scotch malt whiskey,
bourbon, brandy, dark and spiced
rum) and warming liqueurs.
Popular liqueurs include Licor
43, raspberry-based liqueurs and
quality cream liqueurs. For those
who like to introduce new tastes
to friends, the latest cream-based
spirit is Sylk Cream Liqueur, a
blend of fresh, light dairy cream,
heather honey and a secret
recipe of herbs and spices combines with the “bite” of aged
Scotch malt whiskies.
Product versatility is a must,
and a quality liqueur such as
Sylk Cream Liqueur can be
served straight, chilled or mixed
with citrus juice, other liqueurs
and even champagne.
Individuals are loyal to “preferred” drinks, so make sure to
keep a bottle of vodka, gin and
tequila on hand and plenty of
beer, champagne and port.

A smooth-as-silk signature drink
can help to make the season
bright.
For that signature holiday
drink, Waterhouse recommends a
punch or even a nog. Two of his
recent recipes include the Sylk
Nog and the Sylk Royal.
Holiday Inspired Cocktails
Sylk Nog
(Martini glass)
3
3
1
1

parts Sylk Cream Liqueur
parts brandy
part Licor 43
part 1⁄2 & 1⁄2
Shake over ice and strain
into a martini glass.
Sprinkle with nutmeg
Sylk Royal
(Champagne glass)

2 parts Sylk Cream Liqueur
2 parts champagne
Splash of raspberry
liqueur
Combine ingredients in a
cocktail shaker. Mix until fully
incorporated and pour into
champagne glasses. Garnish
with a strawberry.

✁
Note to Editors: Third in a series
of four.

Haircolor for the Ages

(NAPSA)—Experts believe that
women who take hormones for less
than three to five years, do so with
relatively low risk. Women who
are concerned about bone loss and
are thinking about taking hormone therapy for more than five
years, should talk with a doctor.
The Hormone Foundation strongly
recommends good nutrition,
weight loss when needed, regular
exercise, alcohol in moderation,
and no smoking, as these are
important steps to staying healthy
and the best ways to prevent disease. For more resources on menopause and to find an endocrinologist, visit www.hormone.org or call
1-800-HORMONE.
People with rheumatoid arthritis (RA) do not have to give up
gardening; they simply need to
adapt their pastime to meet the
challenges of their condition.
According to the Arthritis Foundation, gardening can be therapeutic, helping to combat the
symptoms of RA by improving
bone strength and density and
helping to maintain joint flexibility and range of motion. With a
few simple modifications, people
with RA can continue to enjoy
their gardens. Visit www.ra.com

***
When the heart is afire, some
sparks will fly out of the mouth.
—Thomas Fuller
***

for more information about RA.
For a free brochure on gardening
with arthritis from the Arthritis
Foundation, call 1-800-283-7800.
This brochure is available
through funding from Abbott
Immunology.
No matter what your fitness
level or age, it’s never too late to
get in shape. Studies show that
physical exercise benefits everyone, so even if you’ve never exercised before, you can still reap the
rewards of a regular fitness routine. If you plan to work out at
home, check out reputable references such as the “Smart Exercise
Guide” from exercise equipment
manufacturer Life Fitness (downloadable at www.lifefitness.com/
hom_edu_main.asp).

***
Genius is one percent inspiration, and 99 percent perspiration.
—Thomas A. Edison
***

***
The more I want to get something done, the less I call it
work.
—Richard Bach
***
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(NAPSA)—Each stage of a
woman’s life offers new experiences, new insights, increased
self-knowledge and chances are, a
surprise or two. Like the rest of
our physical self, our hair also
makes this journey through days.
While each individual person is
different, there are some predictable patterns that it can help
to know about. According to
Clairol Hydrience, following are
some of the different hair characteristics and needs women can
expect to see as they age:
The Twenties: In the twenties, the condition of hair is at its
maximum. Twenty-somethings
often enjoy experimenting with
haircolor, going much lighter or
highlighting and are more willing
to take some risks for the sake of
making a fashion statement.
The Thirties: Biologically, a
woman’s hair begins to change at
this time with a decrease in
melanocytes, resulting in first
grays. Scientific studies also show
that a woman’s hair begins to
darken. This is rather a paradox
because it means that some follicles
lose their ability to make melanin
while others increase melanin color
formation and become darker.
According to Clairol Color Consultant Giselle, “a deep moisturizing
permanent haircolor will cover gray
for a polished look, and in many
cases can also offer the added
bonus of an emotional boost.”
The Forties: At this stage of
life, a woman’s hair begins to see

more grays, and a decrease in
natural sebum. This means that
the need for both color and care
increase simultaneously. “Deep
moisturizing hair color products
will become even more important
during this time when women are
opting to cover gray,” says Giselle.
50’s and Beyond: This period
often represents a new beginning. Life takes on new meaning
and the wisdom of age creates

Women can expect to see
different hair characteristics
and needs as they age.
newfound self-knowledge and
satisfaction. Of course, that doesn’t stop women from wanting to
look fabulous. But hair is even
more susceptible to dryness and
thinning. Hydrience is good for
hydration because it infuses hair
with vital moisturizers and a
blend of rich conditioners built
right into the color formula.
Plus, there’s an added benefit:
permanent haircolor actually
enhances hair’s apparent volume
and fullness.
“For many women, hair is their
most defining physical characteristic,” says Giselle. “Knowing how
it behaves throughout the years
can definitely help make it easier
to keep it looking healthy and
vibrant from our 20s through our
90s and beyond.”
For more information, visit
www.clairol.com.

